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Abstract

Of Chargaff's four rules on DNA base composition, only his ®rst parity rule was incorporated into mainstream biology as the DNA double

helix. Now, the cluster rule, the second parity rule, and the GC rule, reveal the multiple levels of information in our genomes and potential

con¯icts between them. In these terms we can understand how double-stranded RNA became an intracellular alarm signal, how potentially

recombining nucleic acids can distinguish between `self' and `not-self' so leading to the origin of species, how isochores evolved to facilitate

gene duplication, and how unlikely it is that any mutation can ever remain truly neutral. q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Certain structural principles

Fifty years ago Erwin Chargaff and his colleagues noted

`regularities' in the base composition of nucleic acids,

which they considered `re¯ected the existence in all DNA

preparations of certain structural principles' (Chargaff,

1950, 1951). In particular, for duplex DNA they identi®ed

a species-invariant component of the base composition, ±

%A�%T and %C�%G. Shortly thereafter, this `®rst

parity rule' was dramatically con®rmed by the Watson-

Crick double-helix model (Watson and Crick, 1953).

However, the Chargaff laboratory made three other funda-

mental observations on the base composition of DNA,

which are only now being incorporated into mainstream

biology. Two of these were species-invariant, but one varied

with the species.

The ®rst species-invariant observation was that individual

bases are clustered to a greater extent than expected on a

random basis (the `cluster rule'; Chargaff, 1963). Thus:

ªAnother consequence of our studies on deoxyribonu-

cleic acids of animal and plant origin is the conclusion

that at least 60% of the pyrimidines occur as oligonu-

cleotide tracts [runs] containing three or more pyrimi-

dines in a row; and a corresponding statement must,

owing to the equality relationship [between the two

strands], apply also to the purines.º

The second species-invariant observation was that Char-

gaff's ®rst parity rule also applies, to a close approximation,

to single-stranded DNA (his `second parity rule'). If the

individual strands of a DNA duplex are isolated and their

base compositions determined, then %A ù %T, and

%C ù %G (Rudner et al., 1968). Thus it was noted that

there is an:

ªequality ± even in the separated DNA strands ± of 6-

amino [A 1 C] and 6-keto [G 1 T] nucleotides, in the

absence of all other pairing regularitiesº.

The validity of the rule became clearer when full genome

sequences became available. For example, the `top' strand

of Vaccinia virus has 63921 As, 63776 Ts, 32010 Cs, and

32030 Gs. The rule holds, albeit less precisely, even when

sequences are divided into segments of a few hundred bases

(Bell and Forsdyke, 1999a).

Finally, there was the observation that the ratio of C 1 G

to the total bases (A 1 C 1 G 1 T) tends to be constant in a

particular species, but varies between species (the `GC

rule'; Chargaff, 1951, 1979).

ªDNA is in its composition characteristic of the
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species from which it is derived. This can ¼ be

demonstrated by determining the ratios in which the

individual purines and pyrimidines occur ¼. There

appear to exist two main groups of DNA, namely

the `AT type,' in which adenine and thymine predo-

minate, and the `GC type,' in which guanine and cyto-

sine are the major constituents.º

2. The cluster rule

The cluster rule was extended by work from Waclaw

Szybalski's laboratory showing that base clustering in

microorganisms often relates to transcription direction.

The `top' strand of part of a DNA duplex which is tran-

scribed contains pyrimidine clusters if transcription is to

the left of the promoter, and purine clusters if transcription

is to the right of the promoter (Szybalski et al., 1966). For

the circular lambdaphage genome, since genes to the left of

the origin of replication are transcribed to the left, and genes

to the right of this origin are transcribed to the right, the

distribution of clusters also relates to the origin of replica-

tion (Szybalski et al., 1969).

The observation of base clustering did not necessarily

imply a local con¯ict with Chargaff's second parity rule.

For example, a run of T residues, might be accompanied

by a corresponding number of dispersed A residues, so that

%A ù %T. However, Oliver Smithies and his colleagues

(Smithies et al., 1981) showed that there are distinct local

deviations from the second parity rule, which again corre-

late with transcription and replication directions. In the

circular genome of SV40 virus it was noted that to the left

of the origin of replication genes are transcribed to the left,

and here %C . %G, whereas to the right of the origin of

replication genes are transcribed to the right, and here

%G . %C. Thus, clustering can result in local deviations

from the second parity rule in favour of the clustered base.

When transcription is to the left, the top strand is the mRNA

template strand (pyrimidine-rich), and the bottom strand is

the mRNA synonymous strand (purine-rich). When tran-

scription is to the right, the top strand is the mRNA synon-

ymous strand (purine-rich), and the bottom strand is the

mRNA template strand (pyrimidine-rich). It follows that,

whether arising from a gene transcribed to the left or to

the right, mRNAs tend to be `purine-loaded'. This may be

expressed as the `purine-loading index' (Lao and Forsdyke,

2000), which may be calculated from codon-usage tables

(Nakamura et al., 1999; Fig. 1). Some intriguing exceptions

(i.e. pyrimidine-loading) are discussed elsewhere (Cristillo

et al., 1998; Bell and Forsdyke, 1999b; Forsdyke, 2001).

Smithies used non-overlapping `windows' of approx. 0.1

kb to examine base composition. Bases were counted in a

window and then the window was moved along the

sequence, and the count repeated. Thus a base-composition
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Fig. 1. Distribution of purine-loading among species. Purine-loading of coding regions was calculated from codon usage tables for all species represented in the

August 1999 release of the GenBank database by more than three genes and more than 2500 bases. The purine-loading index (bases/kb) for a particular species

was calculated as the sum of 1000[(G 2 C)/N] and 1000[(A 2 T)/N], where G, C, A, and T correspond to the numbers of individual bases, and N corresponds to

the total number of bases, in the codon usage table. This measure of the purine-loading of RNAs disregards 5 0 and 3 0 non-coding sequences, including poly(A)

tails. The value for all human genes (excluding mitochondria) is 42 bases/kb, meaning that, on average, there are 42 more purines than pyrimidines for every

kilobase of coding sequence. The shoulder with negative purine-loading values (i.e. pyrimidine-loading) corresponds mainly to mitochondrial genes.



pro®le for a genomic region was constructed. When

sequences of much larger genomes became available in

the 1990s, Donald Forsdyke and colleagues showed that a

window of 1 kb can identify more precisely the locations of

genes (open reading frames) and their transcriptional orien-

tation (Dang et al., 1998; Bell and Forsdyke, 1999a,b; Fig.

2). Furthermore, Jean Lobry showed that the relationship to

the origin of replication is a feature of several microbial

genomes (`skew analysis'; Frank and Lobry, 1999; Rocha

et al., 1999).

Chargaff's main interest in the base cluster phenomenon

was that, prior to the emergence of nucleic acid sequencing

technology, it provided some measure of the uniqueness of

the base order of a nucleic acid. Szybalski's main interest

was the possibility that the clustering played a role in the

control of transcription. This implied an evolutionary

selection pressure for clustering so that organisms with

clusters would better control transcription than organisms

which did not have clusters. However, following a better

understanding of Chargaff's second parity rule as a re¯ec-

tion of nucleic acid secondary structure (see Section 3), it

was recognized that in many cases a selection pressure for

clustering was likely to have arisen at the post-transcrip-

tional level.

3. The second parity rule

Chargaff's ®rst parity rule for duplex DNA was consistent

with a base on one strand of the Watson-Crick duplex

requiring a complementary base on the other strand of the

duplex. By extrapolation, the existence of a parity rule for

single strands of nucleic acid (Chargaff's second parity

rule), suggested intrastrand base pairing. At least by virtue

of the composition of the stems in stem-loop secondary

structures there should be an approximate equivalence

between the Chargaff base pairs. Do genomes have the

potential to form such secondary structures? What adaptive

forces (if any) could have created them? These questions

began to be addressed when the genomic sequences of

various bacterial viruses (bacteriophages) ®rst became

available in the 1970s. It became evident that genomes

contain multiple levels of information, and that some

forms of information con¯ict with others (Grantham,

1972; Grantham et al., 1985, 1986).

In some phages the genome is RNA (e.g. R17, MS2), and

in others the genome is DNA (e.g. T4). In classical Darwinian

terms it was assumed that bacteriophages which encode opti-

mal proteins are best adapted to their environment. Thus, the

environment acting on virus proteins would have selected for
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Fig. 2. Szybalski's transcription direction rule, evaluated as `Chargaff differences' (deviations from Chargaff's second parity rule). Heavy horizontal arrows

refer to the `top' and `bottom' strands of duplex DNA. Grey boxes refer to intergenic DNA. Black balls represent RNA polymerases with thin horizontal arrows

indicating the direction of transcription. In the case of leftward transcription the Chargaff difference for the top strand is in favour of pyrimidines (Y). In the

case of rightward transcription the Chargaff difference for the top strand is in favour of purines (R). It follows that RNAs tend to be purine-loaded. When

applied to uncharted DNA, Chargaff difference patterns provide clues to the location of genes and their transcriptional orientation.



survival the `®ttest' viruses whose genes encoded optimal

proteins. However, it was observed that the base sequence

seems to serve the needs of nucleic acid structure just as

much as the protein-encoding function. Indeed, the needs

of nucleic acid structure are sometimes served better than

those of the protein-encoding function. Since bacteriophages

do not encode rRNAs and tRNAs, the possibility arose that it

was the structure of mRNAs which was of selective impor-

tance. Winston Salser noted (Salser, 1970):

ªRNA phage R17 has very extensive regions of highly

ordered base pairing. It has seemed likely that this

might be necessary to allow phage packaging. Bernice

Ricard and I were therefore somewhat surprised to

®nd that T4 messengers [mRNAs], which do not

have to be packaged, also have a very large amount

of secondary structure. ¼Our results suggest that a

high degree of secondary structure may be important

in the functioning of most mRNA molecules. Because

of the very high Tm's [temperature at which the

ªmeltingº of secondary structure is half maximum]

we do not think that the base pairing seen is random.

The possible functions of such extensive regions of

base-pairing are unknown.º

In 1972 Andrew Ball (Ball, 1972, 1973a,b) went further

noting that:

ªThe selection pressure for speci®c base pairing in a

messenger RNA severely limits its coding potentialº,

¼ so that ¼ ªthere is a pressure for some amino acid

sequences to be selected according to criteria which

are distinct from the structure and function of the

protein they constitute.º

This conclusion was supported by better algorithms for

calculating RNA secondary structure (Jaeger et al., 1990),

which showed that for many mRNA sequences the ener-

getics of the folding of the natural sequence are better

than those of the corresponding shuf¯ed sequence (i.e. one

would have to shuf¯e and fold many times to arrive by

chance at a structure approaching the stability of the natural

sequence; Le and Maizel, 1989; Forsdyke, 1995a; Seffens

and Digby, 1999). It appeared that `the hand of evolution'

had arranged the order of bases to support mRNA structure,

sometimes at the expense of the coding function.

Although abundantly present in the cytoplasm, tRNAs

and rRNAs are encoded by a relatively small part of micro-

bial genomes. In microorganisms the sequence of mRNAs,

as an RNA entity, are more representative of the genome. If

many mRNAs have highly signi®cant secondary structure,

then the corresponding genomic regions should also have

this potential. Indeed, the primary evolutionary pressure for

the elaboration of mRNA secondary structure might have

been at the genomic level rather that at the mRNA level. If

so, regions of a genome which are not transcribed into

mRNAs might also demonstrate potential for secondary

structure. When folding algorithms were applied to the

sequences of individual DNA strands, it was found that

there is indeed considerable potential for secondary struc-

ture. Stem-loop potential in DNA is not restricted to regions

encoding mRNA (or rRNA or tRNA), but is also present in

introns and in intergenic DNA. Stem-loop potential, greater

than that of the corresponding shuf̄ ed sequence, is diffusely

distributed throughout the genomes of all species examined

(Forsdyke, 1995a,b,c; Heximer et al., 1996).

The con¯ict with the protein-encoding function was

found to be particularly apparent in the case of genes evol-

ving rapidly under positive Darwinian selection (Forsdyke,

1995b, 1996a). In these cases the pressure to adapt the

protein sequence has been so powerful that base order has

not been able to support stem-loop potential. The natural

protein-encoding sequence has less stem-loop potential than

the corresponding shuf̄ ed sequence. Stem-loop potential is

then diverted to introns, which are more conserved than the

surrounding exons. Intron stem-loop potential is greater

than in the corresponding shuf̄ ed sequence. This supports

an explanation for the early origin of introns, which postu-

lates that protein-encoding potential was imposed on proto-

typic genomes already supporting stem-loop potential

(Forsdyke, 1995a,b,c).

At least by virtue of the stems in DNA stem-loop struc-

tures, it follows that there would have been an evolutionary

pressure for single-strands of DNA to have approximate

equivalences of the Watson-Crick pairing bases. Thus,

Chargaff's second parity rule is consistent with single

strands of DNA having considerable potential for forming

secondary structure. The possible adaptive value of this

secondary structure at the genomic level will be discussed

after ®rst considering the adaptive value of purine-loading at

the post-transcriptional level.

4. Adaptive value of purine loading

An important implication of what is now called `Szybals-

ki's transcription direction rule' is that RNAs, in general,

tend to be purine-loaded (Figs. 1 and 2). This observation is

suggested by Chargaff's early work on the base composition

of total RNA from various species, but his data would then

have mainly re¯ected the compositions of the most abun-

dant RNA form, the ribosomal RNAs (rRNAs; Chargaff,

1951; Elson and Chargaff, 1955). When purine-loading

was found to apply to RNAs in general, the possibility

arose that the selection pressure for this might have arisen,

not at the transcription level, but post-transcriptionally at the

level of individual RNA molecules. Given that mRNAs tend

(i) to be loaded with runs of purines (the cluster rule) and (ii)

to have an elaborate secondary structure (consistent with

Chargaff's second parity rule), where in the structures

would purine clusters be found?

Since for base-pairing purine clusters must be matched
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with complementary pyrimidine clusters, and since pyrimi-

dine clusters are scarce in mRNAs, purine clusters should

occupy the unpaired regions of mRNA secondary structures,

primarily the loops. Indeed, this is where they are found in

calculated structures (Bell and Forsdyke, 1999b). Why

should it be advantageous for an mRNA to `load' its loops

with purines?

A possible answer to this question derived from the

studies of Jun-ichi Tomizawa and his colleagues on the

way `sense' and `antisense' RNA molecules interact, prior

to forming a double-strand duplex molecule (dsRNA;

Eguchi et al., 1991; Bull et al., 1998). It was found that

sense sequences in RNA search out complementary anti-

sense sequences through `kissing' interactions between the

tips of the loops of stem-loop structures. If Watson-Crick

base-pairing between the loops is achieved, the interaction

may then proceed to the formation of dsRNA. Thus, if

RNAs were generally purine-loaded, `kissing' interactions

would decrease, and hence the probability of forming

dsRNA would decrease. How could failure to form

dsRNA be of selective advantage? This will be considered

in two steps. First, we consider how the tendency to purine-

load might have ®rst arisen to prevent self-RNA±self-RNA

interactions. Second, we consider how cells might have

further exploited this tendency, in order to recognize non-

self-RNAs.

The `distraction hypothesis' (Bell and Forsdyke, 1999b)

points out that the physico-chemical state of the `crowded'

cytosol (Fulton, 1982; Forsdyke, 1995d) is likely to be

highly conducive to a most fundamental interaction, that

between the codons of mRNAs and anticodons at the tips

of loops in tRNAs. This results in transient formation of

dsRNA segments, which normally would not exceed ®ve

base pairs (Bossi and Roth, 1980). However, a cytosolic

environment which favours mRNA-tRNA kissing interac-

tions would also favour mRNA-mRNA kissing interactions.

This `distraction' could have impeded mRNA translation

and hence could have decreased the rate of protein synth-

esis. If, when not seriously con¯icting with their coding

role, mRNAs had accepted purine mutations in loop regions,

then this `purine-loading' would have diminished mRNA-

mRNA interactions and increased the ef®ciency of protein

synthesis. In some cases, so important has been the need to

accept purine mutations, even the coding role appears to

have been compromised (Rocha et al., 1999; Lao and

Forsdyke, 2000). When this compromise is not possible,

then the length of the protein can be increased by inserting

simple sequence repeats of amino acids with purine-rich

codons between functional domains (Cristillo et al., 1998;

Forsdyke, 2001).

The presence of mechanisms to avoid inadvertant forma-

tion of extensive segments of dsRNAs as a result of inter-

actions between self-RNAs, leaves open the possibility of

the evolution of mechanisms utilizing dsRNA as an intra-

cellular alarm against not-self-RNAs. This was ®rst recog-

nized in the interferon response by which a cell infected by a

virus communicates that fact to other cells of an organism. It

was found that dsRNA was a most powerful inducer of

interferon and of other antiviral adaptations (Isaacs, 1962;

Ehrenfeld and Hunt, 1971; Marcus, 1983). However, Phillip

Sharp (1999) noted that `it remains a mystery how cells

treated with interferon speci®cally suppress the translation

of viral mRNAs in their cytoplasm and not cellular

mRNAs'. Thus, as with so many problems in biology, the

self/not-self discrimination aspect appears central.

Recently, dsRNA has been found to mediate intracellular

alarms in a variety of plants and animals infected with intra-

cellular pathogens; these pathogens, in turn, have evolved

mechanisms to inactivate components of the alarm system

(Voinnet et al., 1999; Fire, 1999).

Although the mechanism of dsRNA formation is still

uncertain (Hamilton and Baulcombe, 1999), one explana-

tion for how an exogenous agent is recognised as not-self

and triggers the formation of dsRNA challenges our usual

way of regarding the mRNA population of a cell. This popu-

lation seems obviously heterogeneous because it consists of

multiple mRNA species each encoding a different product, ±

a powerful viewpoint which preempts the search for alter-

native explanations. However, if we consider the possibility

that heterogeneity can serve more than one purpose, then we

can regard the heterogenous intracellular mRNA popula-

tion in the same way as we regard the heterogenous extra-

cellular immunoglobulin population. The latter constitutes

the ®rst barrier against foreign pathogens (`not-self'), which

select from among the immunoglobulins (which have been

randomly generated and then pre-selected for non-reaction

with self antigens) those with speci®city for the coat anti-

gens of the pathogen.

In the case of a virus, the coat is relinquished at the time

of entry into a cell, and the cell's ®rst possible line of intra-

cellular defence would be to recognize the foreign nucleic

acid as `not-self', either in its genomic form, or in the form

of an early transcript. This implicates dsRNA. Perhaps a

segment of a particular host mRNA species, because it

happened to have suf®cient sequence complementarity,

would form a double-stranded segment with viral RNA of

suf®cient length (at least two helical turns) to trigger an

alarm response (Izant and Weintraub, 1984; Melton, 1985;

Robertson and Mathews, 1996; Tian et al., 2000). Thus, the

heterogenous mRNA population can be seen as consisting

of `RNA antibodies', which have been preselected over

evolutionary time not to react with `self' RNAs, while

retaining, and if possible developing, the potential to react

with `not-self' RNAs. Since, due to failure of transcription

termination, a low level of transcription of extra-genic DNA

is possible (Heximer et al., 1998), the maximum potential

repertoire of `RNA antibodies' is limited only by genome

size. A second line of intracellular defence would be recog-

nition of the translation products of virus genes; a mechan-

ism for this form of self/not-self discrimination is discussed

elsewhere (Forsdyke, 1995d).
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5. The GC rule

We propose above that in some circumstances evolution-

ary selective pressures have acted to preserve nucleic acid

secondary structure, sometimes at the expense of an

encoded protein. That this might also apply to the species-

dependent component of the base composition, (C 1 G)%,

arose from Naboru Sueoka's demonstration in 1961, before

the genetic code was deciphered, that the amino acid

composition of the proteins of microorganisms is in¯u-

enced, not just by the demands of the environment on the

proteins, but also by the base composition of the genome

encoding those proteins. The observation has since been

abundantly con®rmed in a wide variety of animal and

plant species (Lobry, 1997).

Sueoka (1961) further pointed out that for individual

`strains' of Tetrahymena the (C 1 G)% (referred to as

`GC') tends to be uniform throughout the genome:

ªIf one compares the distribution of DNA molecules

of Tetrahymena strains of different mean GC contents,

it is clear that the difference in mean values is due to a

rather uniform difference of GC content in individual

molecules. In other words, assuming that strains of

Tetrahymena have a common phylogenetic origin,

when the GC content of DNA of a particular strain

changes, all the molecules undergo increases or

decreases of GC pairs in similar amounts. This result

is consistent with the idea that the base composition is

rather uniform not only among DNA molecules of an

organism, but also with respect to different parts of a

given molecule.º

Again, this observation has been abundantly con®rmed

for a wide variety of species (Muto and Osawa, 1987),

although many organisms considered higher on the evolu-

tionary scale have their genomes sectored into regions of

low or high (C 1 G)% (Bernardi and Bernardi, 1986;

Bernardi, 2000; see Section 9).

Sueoka (1961) also noted a link between (C 1 G)% and

reproductive isolation for strains of Tetrahymena:

ªDNA base composition is a re¯ection of phyloge-

netic relationship. Furthermore, it is evident that

those strains which mate with one another (i.e. strains

within the same `variety') have similar base composi-

tions. Thus strains of variety 1 ¼, which are freely

intercrossed, have similar mean GC content.º

When the genetic code was deciphered in the early 1960s,

it was observed that there are more codons than amino acids,

so that most amino acids can correspond to more than one

triplet codon. This gives some ¯exibility to a nucleic acid

sequence. Sometimes an amino acid can be encoded from

among as many as six possible synonymous codons. Walter

Fitch (1974) noted that `the degeneracy of the genetic code

provides an enormous plasticity to achieve secondary struc-

ture without sacri®cing speci®city of the message'. Yet, as

outlined above, sometimes even this `plasticity' is insuf®-

cient, so that, with the exception of genes under positive

Darwinian selection (Forsdyke, 1995b, 1996a), genomic

secondary structure (`fold pressure') and (C 1 G)% `call

the tune'. Non-synonymous codon changes modify the

amino acid sequence, sometimes at the expense of protein

structure and function. A protein has to adapt to the

demands of the environment, but it also has to adapt to

genomic forces which we will show have derived, not

from the conventional environment acting upon the conven-

tion (`classical') phenotype, but from what we call the

`reproductive environment' acting on the `genome pheno-

type'', or `reprotype'. Thus Bernardi and Bernardi noted in

1986 that:

ªThe organismal phenotype comprises two compo-

nents, the classical phenotype, corresponding to the

`gene products', and a `genome phenotype' which is

de®ned by [base] compositional constraints.º

6. Codon choice

The issue of which codon was employed in a particular

circumstance was considered by Richard Grantham, who

noted in 1972 that codon choice was not random in micro-

organisms, `suggesting a mechanism against [base] compo-

sition drift'. Observing that `little latitude appears left for

`neutral' or synonymous mutations in coliphage codons', he

was led to his `genome hypothesis', which speci®ed that

unde®ned adaptive genomic pressure(s) caused changes in

base composition and hence in codon choice (Grantham et

al., 1986):

ªEach ¼species has a `system' or coding strategy for

choosing among synonymous codons. This system or

dialect is repeated in each gene of a genome and hence

is a characteristic of the genome.º

There was also a sense that the coding strategy was of

relevance to the most fundamental aspects of an organism's

biology:

ªWhat is the fundamental explanation for interspeci®c

variation in coding strategy? Are we faced with a

situation of continuous variation within and between

species, thus embracing a Darwinian perspective of

gradual separation of populations to form new species

¼? This is the heart of the problem of molecular

evolution.º

Grantham and his colleagues further pointed to the need

to determine `how much independence exists between the
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two levels of evolution' (that of the genome phenotype and

of the classical phenotypic) and considered `it is too easy

just to say most mutations are neutral'. However, non-adap-

tive `neutralist' explanations gained much support (Filipski,

1990; Sueoka, 1995). Paul Sharp and his colleagues

concluded (Sharp et al., 1993) that the main factors in¯uen-

cing codon choice are mutational biases and the need for

highly expressed genes to be ef®ciently translated. Although

phenotypic adaptive factors such as the need to translate an

abundant mRNA ef®ciently can in¯uence codon choice,

genomic factors, identi®ed here as stem-loop potential

(`fold pressure') and (C 1 G)%, play an important and

often dominant role.

7. Thermophilic bacteria

The secondary structure of nucleic acids with a high

(C 1 G)% is more stable than that of nucleic acids with a

low (C 1 G)%. GC bonds are associated with a more stable

nucleic acid structure than AT or AU bonds. This is

re¯ected in the base composition of RNAs whose structure

is vital for their function, namely rRNAs and tRNAs. Free of

coding constraints, yet required to form part of the precise

structure of ribosomes, rRNAs might more readily accept

mutations which increase GC content than do mRNAs.

Indeed, the GC content of rRNAs is directly proportional

to the normal growth temperature, so that rRNAs of thermo-

philic bacteria are highly enriched in G and C (Dalgaard and

Garrett, 1993; Forterre and Elie, 1993; Galtier and Lobry,

1997). However, although optimum growth temperature

correlates positively with the GC content of rRNA, it does

not correlate similarly with the GC content of genomic

DNA, and hence with that of the mRNA populations tran-

scribed from that DNA.

The ®nding of no consistent trend towards a high genomic

GC in thermophilic organisms has been interpreted as

supporting the neutralist argument that variations in geno-

mic GC are the consequences of mutational biases and are,

in themselves, of no adaptive value (Filipski, 1990; Galtier

and Lobry, 1997). However, the ®nding is also consistent

with the argument that genomic GC is too important merely

to follow the dictates of temperature, since its primary role

is related to other more fundamental adaptations (Bernardi

and Bernardi, 1986).

Galtier and Lobry (1997) have argued that `any secondary

structure that must endure high temperatures requires a high

G 1 C content'. This would include both the classical

Watson-Crick secondary structure involving inter-strand

base pairing, and any secondary structure involving intra-

strand base pairing (Murchie et al., 1992). However, the

stability of genomic DNA at high temperatures might be

achieved in ways other than by an increase in GC content

(Bernardi, 2000). These include association with polya-

mines (Oshima et al., 1990), and relaxation of supercoiling

(Friedman et al., 1995). There is no reason to believe that in

thermophiles DNA is not able to maintain both its classical

duplex structure with H-bonding between opposite strands,

and any secondary structures involving intrastrand H-bond-

ing. As we propose (see Section 9), the latter structures

would be critical only under certain clearly de®ned, but

selectively very important, circumstances, namely when

recombination repair is required. The most enduring DNA

secondary structure, even at high temperatures, would be the

classical duplex form.

8. The `holy grail' of Romanes and Bateson

With hindsight it seems that, in identifying (C 1 G)% as

the species variant component of the base composition,

Chargaff had uncovered what we might now recognize as

the `holy grail' of speciation ®rst postulated in 1886 by

Charles Darwin's research associate, George Romanes

(Forsdyke, 1999a,b). Romanes had pointed to what we

would now call non-genic variations in the germ-line,

which would tend to isolate an individual reproductively

from other members of its species, but not from members

that had undergone the same variation. William Bateson

further postulated a non-genic inherited variation, which

would remain constant for a species, whereas genic varia-

tions could occur within a species. The non-genic variations,

in whatever was responsible for carrying hereditary infor-

mation from generation to generation (not known at that

time), would have the potential to lead to species differen-

tiation, so that variant members of a species (`not-self')

would not successfully reproduce with members of the

main species (`self'). The latter would constitute the `repro-

ductive environment' moulding the genome phenotype

(reprotype).

Once reproductive isolation was achieved, the natural

selection postulated by Darwin would be able to further

increase species differentiation by allowing the survival of

organisms with advantageous genic variations, and disal-

lowing the survival of organisms with disadvantageous

genic variations. These genic variations would affect the

classical phenotype. Romanes referred to his holy grail

(speciating factor) as an `intrinsic peculiarity' of the repro-

ductive system. Bateson described his holy grail as a

speciating factor uniformly attached to the same `residue'

as the genes, but distinct from the genes. These are just the

properties we ®nd in the (C 1 G)% (Forsdyke, 1996b,

1998).

A metaphor for the role (C 1 G)% might play in keeping

individuals reproductively isolated from each other is

provided by the word `dialect' (Grantham et al., 1986). A

common language brings people together, and in this way is

conducive to sexual reproduction. But languages can vary,

®rst into dialects and then into independent sub-languages.

Linguistic differences keep people apart, and this difference

in the reproductive environment militates against sexual

reproduction.
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At the molecular level, we see similar forces acting at the

level of meiosis. Here paternal and maternal chromosomal

homologs align. Forsdyke has proposed that if there is suf®-

cient sequence identity, so that the DNA `dialects'

[(C 1 G)%] match, meiosis is likely to progress through

various check-points (Page and Orr-Weaver, 1996), and

gametes will be formed. If there is insuf®cient identity (i.e.

the DNA `dialects' do not match) meiosis will fail, gametes

will not form, and the individual will be sterile, ± a `mule'.

Thus, the original parental lines will be reproductively

isolated from each other, and as such would be de®ned as

distinct species. Changes in the (C 1 G)% dialects have the

potential to initiate speciation (Forsdyke, 1996b).

9. The unpairing postulate

Muller (1922) suggested that the pairing of genes as parts

of chromosomes undergoing meiotic synapses, might

provide clues to gene structure and replication:

ªIt is evident that the very same forces which cause

the genes to grow should also cause like genes to

attract each other, ¼If the two phenomena are thus

dependent on a common principle in the make-up of

the gene, progress made in the study of one of them

should help in the solution of the other.º

In 1954 he set his students an essay `How does the

Watson-Crick model account for synapsis?' (Carlson,

1981). Crick (1971) took up the challenge with his `unpair-

ing postulate' by which the two strands of the classical DNA

duplex would unpair to allow a homology search.

Recent work on the meiotic alignment of chromosomes

suggests that initiation of speciation involves that aspect of

the genome phenotype (reprotype), which is constituted by

the genome-wide potential to extrude stem-loops. Those of

the maternal and paternal chromosomal homologs may

mutually explore each other and test for `self' DNA comple-

mentarity, using the `kissing' mechanism of Tomizawa

(Eguchi et al., 1991; Hawley and Arbel, 1993; Kleckner,

1997). If suf®cient complementarity is found (i.e. the

genomes are reprotypically compatible), then crossing

over and recombination can occur. The main adaptive

value of this would be to provide for the correction of errors

in the individual homologs (Winge, 1917; Bernstein and

Bernstein, 1991).

Where does the (C 1 G)% `dialect' come into this? It has

been observed that small ¯uctuations in (C 1 G)% would

have a major effect on the ability of duplex DNA molecules

to extrude stem-loops and on the pattern of loops which then

occur. A very small difference in (C 1 G)% (reprotypic

difference) would mark a meiotically pairing DNA as

`not-self'. This would impair the kissing interaction with

`self' DNA (Forsdyke, 1998; Bull et al., 1998), and so

would disrupt meiosis and allow divergence between the

two parental lines, thus initiating speciation (Forsdyke,

1996b). Consistent with this, direct tests of incipient specia-

tion in the fruit ¯y (the phenomenon known as Haldane's

rule) implicate differences in DNA per se, rather than in

distinct genes, as initiating reproductive isolation (Naveira

and Maside, 1998; Forsdyke, 2000a). Similar considerations

may apply to the phenomenon of `heteroduplex resistance'

between recombining DNAs of different bacterial species

(Majewski and Cohan, 1998).

Once a speciation process has begun, prezygotic factors

and postzygotic factors other than (C 1 G)% are likely to

replace the original difference in (C 1 G)% as a barrier to

reproduction (i.e. a barrier to recombination). In this

circumstance, (C 1 G)% becomes free to adopt other

roles, such as the prevention of intragenomic recombina-

tion. This could involve intragenomic differentiation of

regions of high and low (C 1 G)% (isochores). These

have the potential to `reproductively isolate' (i.e. recombi-

nationally isolate) different parts of the genome. Thus, the

attempted duplication of a globin gene into a-globin and b-

globin genes might have failed since sequence similarity

would favour recombination between the two genes and

any incipient differences would be eliminated. However,

the duplication appears to have involved relocation to a

different isochore with corresponding changes in

(C 1 G)%, so that the two genes became recombinationally

isolated. As a consequence of the differences in (C 1 G)%

the corresponding mRNAs utilize different codons for corre-

sponding amino acids, even though both mRNAs are trans-

lated in the same cell using the same ribosomes and tRNA
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Fig. 3. Summary of potentially con¯icting evolutionary pressures as mani-

fest at the level of mRNA (dark line with arrow-head). (1) (C 1 G)%

pressure (`GC pressure') acting primarily at the genomic level, and secon-

darily affecting mRNA base composition. (2) Fold (stem-loop) pressure

acting primarily at the genomic level and secondarily affecting mRNA

base order. (3) Purine pressure acting primarily at the cytoplasmic level

to enrich loops with purines. (4) Coding pressure deriving from classical

environmental interactions with the conventional phenotype, which result

in base changes in the protein-encoding part of the mRNA. (5) Regulatory

pressures (small grey boxes) acting primarily at the cytoplasmic level,

which result in base changes mainly in the 5 0 and 3 0 non-coding regions.



populations. Thus, it is unlikely that the primary pressure to

differentiate codons arose at the translational level (Gran-

tham et al., 1986). Isochores would have arisen as a random

¯uctuation in base composition in a genomic region such

that one product of a gene duplication was able to survive

for a suf®cient number of generations to allow functional

differentiation to occur. The regional base compositional

¯uctuation would then have `hitch-hiked' through the

generations on the successful duplicate.

The multiple evolutionary pressures acting on mRNAs

and genomes are summarized in Fig. 3 and Table 1. It

should be noted that changes in genetic ®tness (changes in

the number of progeny transmitted to future generations),

could result from changes in the classical phenotype and/or

in the genome phenotype. A mutation which appeared

neutral with respect to protein function might nevertheless

affect ®tness by changing the genome phenotype. It is

argued elsewhere that the apparently neutral polymorphism

of some intracellular proteins is an adaptation to facilitate

intracellular self/not-self discrimination (Forsdyke, 2000b).

10. Universal Darwinism?

Chargaff was well aware of the evolutionary implications

of his work, writing of `the survival of the ®ttest nucleic

acids' (Chargaff, 1951). However, Biology satis®ed with

what was called `the modern synthesis' (Carlson, 1981),

had not kept pace with Chemistry, and it was dif®cult for

him to explore the implications of his discovery (Chargaff,

1979). Romanes and Bateson, who had challenged Darwi-

nian dogma, had been dismissed by generations of biologists

bewitched by genes and all that they promised. To put it

mildly, the level of discourse was not constructive.

Systematist Ernst Mayr (1980) when expressing `some

thoughts on the history of the evolutionary synthesis' clas-

si®ed Bateson as among those geneticists who failed to

understand evolution (implying that others understood it

better). The plant geneticist Ledyard Stebbins (1980)

commenting on `botany and the synthetic theory of evolu-

tion' blamed Bateson for `delaying the synthesis'. The

`universal Darwinist' Richard Dawkins lamenting the posi-

tion he perceived to have been taken by the `mutationists of

the early part of this century' noted Dawkins (1983) that:

ªFor historians there remains the baf¯ing enigma of

how such distinguished biologists as ¼W. Bateson ¼

could rest satis®ed with such a crassly inadequate

theory. ¼The irony with which we must now read

W. Bateson's dismissal of Darwin is almost painful.º

Despite the overwhelming rhetoric to the contrary, we are

now beginning to appreciate the deep truths which Romanes

and Bateson were attempting to convey (Forsdyke, 1999a,b,

2000a). When Bateson died in 1926, Chargaff was twenty.

He is still with us, ± a citizen of the twenty ®rst century. We

wish him well.
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